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In The Court of Judicial Magistrate First Class, Dhubri

P.R.C. NO. 141/2018
U/S 294/323/ IPC

State of Assam
                          -VS-

       Fayzar Ali and Sahinur Bibi

          ……  Accused persons

Present:- Smt. Sultana Nasrin, Ll.M., A.J.S.
 Judicial Magistrate First Class

Dhubri

For the State:- Mr. D. Choudhury,
Learned A.P.P.

For the Accused:- Mr. U. Dutta
LEARNED ADVOCATE

Evidence recorded on :- 16.11.2018, 04.07.2019, 
22.11.2019, 

Argument heard On:-        04.03.2021
Judgment delivered on: 16.03.2021

JUDGMENT

1. The brief of the prosecution story as revealed from the FIR that

on 21.11.2017 at about 7.00 AM when the husband of informant

Abiya Bibi asked for money amounting to Rs. 4000/-  from the

accused persons  which  was  due  upon  them as  the  share  of

ancestral house, the accused person Foyzar Ali started scolding

him and the accused persons had assaulted him with lathi, rod

etc. causing injuries to his person. As a result he had to undergo

treatment at  Moterjhar PHC and thereafter he was shifted to

Dhubri Civil Hospital.  The ejahar was registered as Gauripur P.S.

Case  No.  1262/17  under  section  294/325/34  IPC.  The  police

after  investigation  submitted  charge  sheet  against  accused

Fayzar Ali and Sahinur Bibi under the section 294/323/34 IPC.

2. Cognizance  was  accordingly  taken.  On  appearance  of  the

accused persons, copies were furnished to them as per section

207 Cr.PC. and my learned predecessor after hearing and on

perusal of the materials on record, read over and explained the

particular  of  offences  U/S  294/323/34  IPC  to  the  accused
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persons to  which they pleaded not  guilty  and claimed to be

tried. 

3. The prosecution side to prove its case examined the informant,

Abiya Bibi as PW-1, Mazibor Rahman as PW. 2, Ameda Bibi as

PW.3, Pachu Sk as PW.4 and the I.O. Biren Kalita as PW. 5. The

statement  of  accused  persons  U/s  313  Cr.PC  were  recorded

which were of total denial.. Defence did not adduce evidence.

4.  I have heard the arguments of both sides. 

     

5.  Points for determination.

i) Whether the accused persons on 21.11.2017 at about 7.00

AM at  village  Lalkura  uttered  filthy  words  towards  the

informant's husband in or near public place in furtherance of

their common intention and thereby committed the offence

punishable u/s 294/34 IPC?

ii) Whether the accused persons on the same date time and

place voluntarily caused hurt to the informant's husband in

furtherance  of  their  common  intention  and  thereby

committed an offence punishable U/S 323/34 IPC?

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof

POINT NO. 1 
6. When we analyze the evidences available in record it appears

that none of the P.W.s deposed anything about the utterance of

obscene words by the accused persons towards the victim in or

near  public  place.  Further  it  appears  from the  deposition  of

P.W.1/Informant  and  P.W.2/Victim  that  the  alleged  occurrence

took place inside the house of accused persons and not on the

public road as stated by the informant in her FIR. Hence I find

no ingredients  in  proof  of  the fact  that  the accused persons

uttered filthy words towards the victim.

POINT NO. 2

7. The informant Abiya Begum came in to depose as P.W.1 and

stated in her evidence that on the date of incident at about 7 to

8 AM while her husband went to the house of accused persons
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to demand Rs 4000/- which was due upon the accused persons

the  accused  assaulted  him  and  caused  head  injury  to  her

husband and as a result blood oozed out from his head. She

further added that when she reached the place of occurrence

she found her husband lying on the ground in a condition of

unconsciousness.

8. During  cross-examination  she  admitted  that  there  is  a  long

pending land dispute between her husband and his father. She

further admitted that a cross-case has been filed against them

by the accused persons.  She also admitted that  she did not

witness  the  occurrence.  Thus it  appears  that  P.W.1  is  only  a

hearsay witness whose statements do not have any evidentiary

value.

9. Victim  Mazibor  Rahman  deposed  as  P.W.2.  He  stated  in  his

examination in-chief that on the date of incident at about 7.30

AM while a discussion was going on between him and his father,

the accused Faizor Ali came and hit him on his head with a rod,

for which he lost his sense and became unconscious. 

10.But in his cross examination he admitted that accused Faizor

also filed a cross-case against him.

11.P.W.3 only stated that she heard that a physical altercation took

place between the informant and the accused persons, but she

doesn’t  know  anything  more  about  the  incident.  Hence,  it

appears that  the P.W.3 has not  supported the version of  the

victim and it further appears from whatever she deposed that

she is only a hearsay witness. 

12.P.W.4  Panchu  Sk  who  is  the  father  of  victim  stated  that  he

doesn’t know anything about the incident.

13.On careful  perusal  it  is  found that as per  the version of  the

victim the alleged assault  took  place  while  a  discussion was

going on between him and his father. Hence, there appears a

strong doubt regarding why P.W.4 being a father of the victim

doesn’t know anything about the incident.

14.As  per  the  statement  of  P.W.1  she  along  with  her  son  took

P.W.2/Victim to  hospital  while  they found victim lying  on  the

ground in a condition of unconsciousness. But the prosecution
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side did not examine the son of the informant.

15.As per the Injury Report/ Ext 1 it appears that after examining

the victim the Medical officer found simple Head Injury, caused

by  blunt  object.  The  concerned  Medical  Officer  was  not

examined by the prosecutions side.

16.Further,  although the  P.W.2  stated  that  he  was  assaulted  by

accused Faizor Ali on his head with a rod; police did not seize

that  rod  which  casts  a  doubt  in  the  manner  in  which  the

investigation was carried out. 

17.Hence it appears that the prosecution has failed to establish the

connection  between  the  alleged  assault  and  the  injuries

sustained by the victim.

18.It  appears from the statements of prosecution witnesses that

except the informant none other witness have corroborated the

statement of victim. Further it is clear from the statements that

the informant too is only a hearsay witness whose statement

doesn’t carry any evidentiary value. 

19.Interestingly, in her FIR P.W.1 stated that the incident took place

on the road adjacent to the house of accused. However from

her  deposition  as  P.W.1  and  also  from  the  deposition  of

P.W.2/Victim it seems that they shifted the place of occurrence

from the road to inside the house of accused, which makes the

prosecutions story doubtful.

20.Again, none of the witnesses including the informant and the

victim  stated  a  single  word  regarding  the  involvement  of

accused Sahinur Bibi in the alleged offence.  

21.Further  both  P.W.1  and  P.W.2  admitted  in  their  cross-

examination  that  the  accused  persons  too  filed  one  case

against  them.  P.W.1  further  admitted  that  they  have  a  long

pending land dispute with the accused persons. 

All in all, it seems that the prosecution evidence is too shallow

to establish the guilt of the accused persons beyond reasonable

doubt. The quality of  the testimony of the only incriminating

witness coupled with utter lack of corroboration derives me to

form the conclusion that the prosecution has failed to prove any

of the alleged offences against the accused persons. Hence, the
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points for determinations are decided in the negative.

                                             ORDER

22.Situated thus, the accused persons, Fayzar Ali and Sahinur Bibi,

are acquitted of the charge under section 294/323/34 IPC and

set  at  liberty  forthwith.  Their  bail  bonds  are  extended  for  a

period of  6  (six)  months.  No seizure was made in this case.

Given in my hand and under the seal of this court on this the

16th day of March, 2021.
 

                       (SULTANA NASRIN)
                      Judicial Magistrate First Class

Dhubri

                               APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

P.W-1  Abiya Bibi ( Informant)
P.W-2 Mazibor Rahman 
P.W.-3 Ameda Bibi 
P.W.-4 Pachu Sk
P.W.-5 Biren Kalita (I.O)

 

DEFENCE WITNESSES :

Nil

EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS:

Ext. 1 Medical report.

Ext. 2 Charge sheet

Ext. 2(1) Signature of I.O. Biren Kalita.

                       (SULTANA NASRIN)
                          Judicial Magistrate First Class,  

             Dhubri


